
In themental retardation field, the essential con-
troversy concerning mental retardation in which
I have been engaged is not one between moti-
vational and cognitive interpretations. Rather,
the argument is between two cognitive ap-
proaches: a developmental position and a dif-
ference position. [The SSCI® indicates that this
paper has been cited in over 125 publications,
making it the most-cited paper from this
journal.1
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A major disagreement about the cause of cultur-
al-familial mental retardation is between those who
embrace a cognitive-developmental interpretation
and those who take a number of theoretical positions
that can be grouped undera difference explanation.
Within the cognitive-developmental approach, cul-
tural-familial retarded individuals(the majority of the
retarded population) are viewed as part of the nor-
mal expression of the gene pool; their intelligence
is seen as differing from nonretarded individuals only
in the rate of development and in the final level
achieved. Interestingly, individuals of average intel-
lect differ from the intellectually gifted in exactly the
same way. Adherents of the difference position, on
the other hand, view the intellectual functioning of
retarded persons as inherently different from that of
nonretarded individuals. To them, all retarded
people suffer from some physiological and/or process
defect; in the case of cultural-familial retardation,
there are many hypotheses as to the nature of the
defect—including the supposition that it has not yet
been identified. The clash between these two theo-

retical formulations was crystallized in my 1969
paper, and this controversy has continued to the
present day.”
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I did not write the 1969 paper with the express
intention of clarifying this theoretical debate. Actual-1

y, my main objective at that time was to define my
personal point of view concerning mental retarda-
tion. I had published a good number of papers in the
area for a decade and a half prior to the 1969 paper.
Since relatively low intelligence is the defining fea-
ture of mental retardation, it is not surprising that
many of these earlier papers, like those of other
workers, concentrated on the cognitive functioning
of the retarded population. However, it was and is
my belief that retarded children, like all children, are
more than just cognitive beings. The behavior of all
children is influenced by the life experiences that
give rise to their personality and motivational struc-
tures. Thus, in addition to studying cognitive func-
tioning, I devoted a good portion of my early work
to demonstrating how circumscribed motives (for ex-
ample, desire for adult social reinforcement) also af.
feet the behavior of retarded children. - - -

~A~~iently my work, offered piecemeal across
many publications, did not present my views ade-
quately and in their totality, for many senior workers
in the field began attributing to me a motivational
theory of mental retardation.
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It became clear to
me that these scientists were noting my work on me-
tivational factors in the behavior of retarded persons
but ignoringmy basic cognitive-developmental orien-
tation. It was this misunderstanding that prompted
me to write the 1969 paper. Specifically, I wrote the
article as a reply to MA. Milgram

3
to make clear

that the controversy at hand was not one between
cognitive and motivational viewpoints, but was
rather between the cognitive-developmental ap-
proach (which is reminiscent of the views of Piaget
and Werner) and a family of cognitive-difference for-
mulations.

Many of the issues raised in the 1969 paper remain
important methodological issues today (for example,
the need to separate organic from cultural-familial
retarded populations in our research designs). Thus,
while the developmental-difference controversy has
not yet been resolved, it has stimulated much work
and study. These efforts are being expanded in many
directions by the current generation of workers in

the field of mental retardation.
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